Monday: Cooperative Musical Chairs
- *Read Aloud: Horace and Morris, But Mostly Dolores* by James Howe
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJwdurPESHw
- *Music for the musical chairs activity*
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJDWKvsmhss
- Chairs are optional if you want to do activities in class

Tuesday: Ask Permission Day
- *Story Time: Can I Play Too?* By Mo Willems
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yexn9QXoD3Y
- Discuss different scenarios or role play

Wednesday: Fair vs Equal
- Do an activity like a race and discuss the importance of inclusion of everyone and
  sportsmanship (congratulations and kind compliments)
- *Fair vs Equal*
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=of34IoHBVOc

Thursday: Inclusion/Differences
- “Something Else” Read Aloud youtube Video
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUncfpTF4pg
  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VExLNdpLjk

Friday: What Makes Me Different AND Special
- “Odd Velvet” Read Aloud youtube video
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jg-Fzg6mmkQ
- Ask each child to share/write one thing that makes them different AND special

Additional activities SONGS
Share and Care Song Day
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVDiQcJwoIQ
- Friend song
  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VExLNdpLjk
- Discuss who is a friend and why?
1st Grade Lessons for Online Materials and Lessons for Kindness Week

Monday: Cooperative Musical Chairs
- **Read Aloud:** Horace and Morris, But Mostly Dolores by James Howe
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJwdurPESHw](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJwdurPESHw)
- **Music for the activity**
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJDWKvsmhss](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LJDWKvsmhss)
- Chairs are optional if you want to do the activity in class

Tuesday: Ask Permission Day
- **Story Time:** Can I Play Too? By Mo Willems
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yexn9QXoD3Y](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yexn9QXoD3Y)
- Discuss different scenarios or role play

Wednesday: Fair vs Equal
- Do an activity like a race and discuss the importance of inclusion of everyone and sportsmanship (congratulations and kind compliments)
- Fair vs Equal
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=of34IoHBVOc](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=of34IoHBVOc)

Thursday: Inclusion/Differences
- “Something Else” Read Aloud youtube Video
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUncfpTF4pg](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUncfpTF4pg)

Friday: What Makes Me Different AND Special
- “Odd Velvet” Read Aloud youtube video
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jg-Fzg6mmkQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jg-Fzg6mmkQ)
- Ask each child to share/write one thing that makes them different AND special

Additional activities SONGS

**Share and Care Song Day**
- [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVDiQcJwolQ](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVDiQcJwolQ)
- **Friend song**
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OExLNdpljk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OExLNdpljk)
- Discuss who is a friend and why?
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Monday: We Are All Wonders
- We’re All Wonders youtube video
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTX7qjW4g_Q
- Consider drawing a helmet and listing what your “wonders” are

Tuesday: Share and Care Song Day
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVDiQcJwoIQ
- Friend song
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VExLNdpLjk
- Discuss who is a friend and why?

Wednesday: Fair vs Equal
- Do an activity like a race and discuss the importance of inclusion of everyone and sportsmanship (congratulations and kind compliments)
- Fair vs Equal
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=of34IoHBVOc

Thursday: Beyond Our Shells
- Discussion about how things look different on the outside but same on inside
- Egg images or even real eggs if you dare!

Friday: Creative Compliment Cards
- Cardstock cut into cards for kids. Create and share compliment cards the kids come up with - they can give to each other (or the person to their left) and that person can take home!
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**Monday: We Are All Wonders**
- We’re All Wonders you tube video
  - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTX7qjW4g_Q](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bTX7qjW4g_Q)
- Consider drawing a helmet and listing what your “wonders” are

**Tuesday: Share and Care Song Day**
- [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVDiQcJwoIq](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVDiQcJwoIq)

**Wednesday: Who is a friend?**
- Friend song
  - [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VExLNdPLjk](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VExLNdPLjk)
- Discuss who is a friend and why?

**Thursday/Friday: Beyond Our Shells**
- Discussion about how things look different on the outside but same on inside
- Egg images or even real eggs if you dare!

**Friday: Creative Compliment Cards**
- Cardstock cut into cards for kids. Create and share compliment cards the kids come up with - they can give to each other (or the person to their left) and that person can take home!
4th Grade Lessons for Online Materials and Lessons for Kindness Week

Monday: Including Yourself Day
- Role play how you might have a “voice”, be brave, and include yourself in social situations

Tuesday: Fair Vs. Equal Day
- Youtube video
  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdCsuyScItU
  - Discuss

Wednesday: Inclusion Acrostic
- Watch video Inspirational video:
- Choose a quote and set an assignment for Thursday to come back with written quote and thoughts about it
  - Score a Friend website https://www.passiton.com/inspirational-quotes

Thursday - Notable Quotables Day
- Review and discuss assignment about chosen quote and thoughts about it

Friday - SONG DAY
  Share and Care Song
  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVDiQcJwoIQ
  Friend song
  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VExLNdpLjk
- Discuss who is a friend and why?
5th Grade Lessons for Online Materials and Lessons for Kindness Week

Monday: Inclusion Acrostic
- Watch video Inspirational video:
- Choose a quote and discuss why you chose that one from the Score a Friend website
  https://www.passiton.com/inspirational-quotes

Tuesday: Fair Vs. Equal Day
- Youtube video
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZdCsuyScItU
- Discuss

Wednesday: Inclusion Acrostic
- Watch video Inspirational video:
- Choose a quote and set an assignment for Thursday to come back with written quote and thoughts about it
  - Score a Friend website https://www.passiton.com/inspirational-quotes

Thursday - Notable Quotables Day
- Review and discuss assignment about chosen quote and thoughts about it

Friday - SONG DAY
  Share and Care Song
  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PVDiQcJwoIQ
  Friend song
  - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VExLNdpljk
- Discuss who is a friend and why?